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Abstract: This article is devoted to acquaintance with the technique of Ray 

Tracing for rendering photorealistic images. The article describes the conceptual 

meaning of this technique. The trends in the application of ray tracing in various fields, 

as well as the direction of technology development where ray tracing is used, are 

considered. A brief description of some scholarly articles on the use of ray tracing 

techniques, and links to these articles are presented in the paper. 
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ТЕНДЕНЦИИ ТРАССИРОВКИ ЛУЧЕЙ 

 

Аннотация: Статья посвящена ознакомлению c техникой трассировки 

лучей для рендеринга фотореалистичных изображений. В статье описан 

концептуальный смысл техники. Рассмотрены тенденции применения 

трассировки лучей в различных областях, а также направления развития 

технологий, где используется трассировка лучей. В данной статье также 
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можно найти краткое описание некоторых научных статей, на тему 

использования техник трассировки лучей, и ссылки на эти статьи. 

Ключевые слова: Трассировка Лучей, Компьютерная графика, 

Трехмерный Рендеринг, Освещение, Тени, Фотореализм. 

 

Introduction  

 A real rush around the relatively old rendering technique Ray Tracing is found 

at the technology market in the field of graphics. This rush appeared just recently. 

Despite this, there is a real explosion of discussions on the relevance of Ray Tracing. 

particularly, of Ray Tracing in real time. The rush was called by Nvidia after their 

release of the new generation of graphics processing units with hardware support of 

Ray Tracing. Nvidia promised to support real-time Ray Tracing in video games. 

However, when people had the opportunity to try out new technology in the business, 

almost everyone was extremely disappointed. The performance of games has halved 

when the ray tracing feature was turned on, but the cost of new video cards increased 

up to two times. In this article, we propose to find out what Ray Tracing is, where it is 

needed, and why there was a huge hype around it after an impressive amount of time 

since the creation of this technique. We analyse various scientific researches where 

Ray Tracing technologies are used, methods to improve them today and what results 

can be achieved by accelerating Ray Tracing. 

The concept behind. 

Since the 1980s, computer graphics started to be much more photorealistic. They 

became enough realistic, so it was decided to use computer graphics for making 

movies. Nevertheless, when people came to the conclusion that computer graphics 

became more realistic than animatronic? How even a drown picture could look better 

than a real thing? There were many inventions in computer graphics that improved its 

appearance but one of them did a revolution in this field. It was the invention of Ray 

Tracing. Figure 1 gives an opportunity to feel the difference between graphics before 

Ray Tracing and after [11].  
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Figure 1. Rendering with rasterization (left) and Ray Tracing (right) 

 

Left picture is rendered without Ray Tracing but with technique that is called 

rasterization and the second one with Ray Tracing. It is evident that Ray Tracing is 

important. The visual difference between Ray Tracing and rasterization is obvious. 

Professional designers, on the other hand, nowadays may try to imitate a photorealistic 

image without using Ray Tracing on the final result. Several professional designers try 

to create an image with transparent and reflective technologies and render it with all 

advanced visual methods that have been invented at the moment, except Ray Tracing. 

The image looked inaccurate and made the feeling that the picture was a fake but not a 

real photo. 

Directions of developing. 

Although Ray Tracing was implemented in 1979 there is still a lot of ways to 

improve it. It is necessary to mention various disadvantage of Ray Tracing to 
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understand what to improve we have to know the main. It requires a huge computation 

cost. Hardware has made great strides lately, but it is still not enough for fast rendering 

with Ray Tracing. Nowadays most of the ideas is about to make Ray Tracing more 

interactive. 

Some researchers [1] in order to improve the speed of render and to reduce the 

noise after rendering propose to use Open Multiprocessing with Random Parameter 

Filtering. Other scientists [2] designed a primitive oriented spatial partition algorithm 

based on the Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) aiming to accelerate the rendering 

of general computer. Paper [3] points less attention to refraction and caustics and 

implements the method with interactive dynamic volume illumination with refraction 

and caustics. Various authors [4] introduce fast ray-scene intersection for interactive 

shadow rendering with thousands of dynamic lights. Tobias Zirr [5] suggests 

reweighting “Firefly” samples for improved finite-sample Monte Carlo estimates. 

Carmelo J. Fdez-Agüera [6] designs a multiple-scattering microfacet model for real-

time image-based lighting. Some other methods [7] in order to improve data structures 

for Ray Tracing propose to use Incremental BVH construction for Ray Tracing. Ming 

Chen [8] presents a real-time parallel Ray Tracing method based on GPU cluster. 

Adrianno A. Sampaio [9] introduces a re-configurable ray-triangle vector accelerator 

for emerging fog architectures. And finally, some researchers apply machine learning 

approach to the problem and introduce image denoising using the generative 

adversarial network. 

All researches mentioned above have good results in tests, but these results are 

available for not big scenes and the framerate may drop to unsuitable state of the work. 

However, it is worth to mention that all authors have solved the problem in different 

ways with various approaches. It means that different methods and approaches may be 

combined, and the result may be much more inspiring. 

Conclusion 

Ray tracing is used to manufacture films with computer graphics, in engineering 

and has recently been introduced into video games. Creating a method that allows you 
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to work with real-time Ray Tracing will revolutionize the computer graphics field and 

will create a big leap in the artistic and industrial production. 
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